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Abstract. Using computer algebra methods to prove that gene regula-
tory networks cannot oscillate appears to be easier than expected. We
illustrate this claim on a family of models related to historical examples.
1 Introduction
The authors belong to a pluridisciplinary working group whose goal is to model
the gene regulatory network controlling the circadian clock of a unicellular green
alga [1]. See [2] for a survey on circadian rhythms and [3, Chapter 9] or [4, 5] for
more general texts about oscillations in biology. In doing so, they have gained
some experience in designing models of oscillating gene regulatory networks.
One of the main problems faced by our working group can be formulated
as follows: given a system of parametric ordinary differential equations built
using mass action law kinetics, does there exist ranges of values for the model
parameters and variables which are both meaningful from a biological point of
view and where oscillating trajectories, i.e. limit cycles, can be found ?
This issue is theoretically very difficult. It is related to the unsolved Hilbert
sixteenth problem. Indeed, systems of parametric ordinary differential equations
which oscillate may do so only for very restricted ranges of parameters values.
The difficulty is strengthened by the number of parameters arising in biochemical
models, which can quickly become very large.
A related but easier problem consists of searching for the existence of parame-
ter and variable values which are both meaningful from a biological point of view
and give rise to a Hopf (more precisely Poincaré–Andronov–Hopf) bifurcation.
See [6, Chapter 11], [5, Section 3.5] or [7, Section I.16]. In the neighborhood of
a Hopf bifurcation indeed, a stable steady point of the model under study gives
birth to a small stable limit cycle under some general hypotheses. Note that
searching for Hopf bifurcations is not as general as searching for limit cycles:
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first, some Hopf bifurcations (e.g. the subcritical ones) do not strictly imply the
existence of stable limit cycles; second, there may exist limit cycles not related to
Hopf bifurcations; third, a model may involve a Hopf bifurcation for parameters
and variables values which are close to but outside of the biologically meaningful
parameter domain values and generate limit cycles inside this domain.
There exist software packages such as AUTO or XPPAUT [8, 9] which locate
Hopf bifurcations by means of numerical calculations. They allow one to evidence
the existence of Hopf bifurcations but not to prove their absence, and thus
cannot be used to discard a model. Theoretically, the existence or the absence
of Hopf bifurcations can be decided algebraically. See e.g. [10–13]. In particular,
it can be decided by means of computer algebra methods which rely on Sturm
sequences computations and algebraic elimination. Practitioners usually seem
to avoid these methods because of their huge complexity in the worst case. In
particular, we tried3 the QEPCAD [14] package, which is based on quantifier
elimination methods. However, we could not solve the problems addressed in
this paper with it. We did not try the REDLOG package [15] and the software
described in [10] for they rely on QEPCAD for the quantifier elimination process.
An attempt to solve the addressed problem using the RAGLib library [16] is in
progress, with the help of its author.
By comparison, the computer algebra methods described in this paper are
very light. They take advantage of the special structure of the equations and of
the biological constraints. This indicates that if used carefully, computer algebra
methods may apply on more complex examples than one might expect.
In order to illustrate the core ideas of this paper in a simple setting, we do not
study realistic models of circadian clocks but focus on a simple family of models
depending on an integer parameter n and featuring a negative feedback loop, one
of the core ingredients for generating oscillations [3]. These abstract models are
closely related to models studied by Goodwin and Griffith in the 60’s [17–19]. In
particular, Griffith considered a model of a gene regulated by a polymer formed
of n copies of its own protein. We study the same problem, but in a slightly
more general case, where gene activation is not assumed to be fast. We conclude
with the absence of Hopf bifurcation in our family of models for n ≤ 8 and their
existence for n ≥ 9. Although we do focus here on biology, it should be stressed
that a cooperativity of order 9 is not as unrealistic as it may seem. In particular,
gene regulation by an octamer has been reported [20]. Moreover, an effective
cooperativity of order 9 may also be obtained as a consequence of reducing a
higher-dimensional, more realistic, model to a three-variable one. Finally, our
conclusions are consistent with those of Griffith [3, Pages 244–246] and of other
works devoted to more sophisticated variants of the Goodwin model [21–23], and
thus we believe that the interest of the present paper goes beyond illustrating
computer algebra methods. The application of these methods to more realistic
biological models is in progress and is left for a future paper.
3 QEPCAD was downloaded from www.cs.usna.edu/∼qepcad and installed on a com-
puter endowed with a Pentium 4 and 512 MB of RAM. Tests were performed by
increasing the default number of cells up to its maximal limit: 200 millions of cells.
Our paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the family of models
we study. Some basic facts about Hopf bifurcations are recalled in section 3. In
section 4, we use computer algebra methods to prove the absence of Hopf bifur-
cation in our model for n ≤ 8 and the occurrence of Hopf bifurcations for n ≥ 9.
The methods involved are Gröbner basis theory [24, 25] and Descartes’ rule of
signs [26]. Computations are performed using the MAPLE 9 computer algebra
software. Our proofs were constructed after carrying out intensive numerical
simulations which strongly suggested the results.
2 Our family of models
Figure 1 displays a gene regulated by a polymer obtained by combining n times
a protein. The model variables are the state G of the gene, the mRNA concen-
tration M and the concentration P of the protein translated from the mRNA.
Greek letters represent parameters. The initial model involves n + 2 differential
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Fig. 1. A gene regulated by a polymer of its protein
equations depending on 2 n+5 parameters. By means of a suitable quasi-steady
state approximation, described in section 2.1, one obtains the following reduced
model, involving only three equations:
Ġ = θ (γ0 − G − GPn),
Ṗ = n α (γ0 − G − GPn) + δ (M − P ), (1)
Ṁ = λG + γ0 µ − M.
All variables and parameters are positive apart λ, which is allowed to be negative.
The protein P reacts with itself, forming a polymer. Gene activity is regulated
by the polymer as it binds to the gene promoter. Depending on the sign of λ,
the polymer is an activator or a repressor: if λ < 0 then mRNA transcription
is enhanced when polymer is bound to promoter ; if λ > 0 then mRNA tran-
scription is reduced. The G variable takes values in the range [0, γ0] and can be
viewed as an averaged gene activity. The values G = 0 and G = γ0 correspond
repectively to a polymer being bound to the gene promoter or not.
2.1 Model reduction
The chemical system involves n + 5 reactions, described below. Denote Pi the
polymer obtained by combining i proteins P with the convention P1 = P .
G + Pn
α
⇀↽
θ
G : Pn, G
ρf−→ G + M, G : Pn ρb−→ G : Pn + M,
M
β−→ M + P, M δM−→ ∅, P δP−→ ∅, Pi + P
k+
i⇀↽
k−
i
Pi+1 (1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1).
The dynamics of these reactions is governed by the following equations, where
Ai = (1/ε)(k
−
i+1 Pi+1 − k+i+1 Pi P ):
Ġ = θ (γ0 − G) − α GPn,
Ṁ = ρf G + ρb (γ0 − G) − δM M,
Ṗ = β M − δP P + 2 A1 + A2 + · · · + An−1,
Ṗi = −Ai−1 + Ai (2 ≤ i ≤ n − 1),
Ṗn = −An−1 + θ (γ0 − G) − α GPn
The 1/ε factor is introduced to express the fact that the various steps of protein
polymerization are assumed to be fast compared to other reactions (transcrip-
tion, translation, degradation, binding of polymer to the gene). Eliminating the
Ai by means of quasi steady state assumptions (Ṗ2, . . . , Ṗn are assumed to be
small), one reformulates the third differential equation as:
Ṗ = β M − δP P + n (θ (γ0 − G) − α GPn).
The Pn variable can be reexpressed as
Pn =
k+1 · · ·k+n−1
k−1 · · · k−n−1
Pn + a term multiplied by ε.
Neglecting the term multiplied by ε and introducing a new parameter ᾱ, one is
thereby led to the following system of three differential equations:
Ġ = θ (γ0 − G) − α ᾱ GPn,
Ṗ = n θ (γ0 − G) − n α ᾱ GPn + β M − δP P,
Ṁ = ρf G + ρb (γ0 − G) − δM M.
The model can now be simplified by rescaling all parameters and indetermi-
nates G, M and P . Since the reduction involves many (easy) intermediate com-
putations, we only sketch it here. First replace α ᾱ by α. Then replace P by
(θ/α)1/n P . Expand the equation in Ṁ , replace ρf − ρb by λ and ρb γ0 by µ.
This implies that λ may be positive or negative. Then apply rescale time by re-
placing t by δM t. This last transformation simplifies the term −δMM into −M .
At this stage, one gets the following system:
Ġ =
θ
δM
(γ0 − G − GPn), Ṁ =
λ
δM
G +
µ
δM
− M,
Ṗ = n
(α
θ
)
1
n θ
δM
(γ0 − G − GPn) +
(α
θ
)
1
n β
δM
M − δP
δM
P.
Then discard all the δM by replacing β/δM , δP /δM , λ/δM and µ/δM by β, δ, λ
and µ. Then replace αn/θn−1 by α. Then replace θ/δM and α/δM by θ and α.
Using the fact that M occurs only in linear terms, renormalize last M so that
β = δP and update λ and µ. One finally gets our reduced model (1).
Comments. Gene activity is regulated by Pn. The reduced model is designed
so that the steady state depends only on parameters λ, µ and γ0 while θ, α and
δ control time scales. Note that Griffith model is recovered by letting θ and α
tend towards +∞, keeping the ratio θ/α constant. When translation is equal to
degradation i.e. δ = 0, n G − (θ/α)P is constant which expresses the fact that
DNA binding and unbinding do not modify the total quantity of proteins.
3 Hopf bifurcations
3.1 Hurwitz determinants
Let ẋ = F (x) be a differential system in m dependent variables. The steady
points of the differential system are the zeros of the system (that we assume to
be polynomial or rational) F (x) = 0. To each steady point, one may associate a
linear system ẋ = J x where J is the m × m jacobian matrix of the differential
system, evaluated over the steady point. The stability of the steady state is de-
termined by the eigenvalues of J . It is stable if and only if all eigenvalues have
negative real parts. Thus to each steady point, one may associate the charac-
teristic polynomial C(σ) = σm + a1 σ
m−1 + · · · + am (a0 = 1) of J . Thanks to
the Routh-Hurwitz criterion, the stability of the steady points can be studied by
analyzing the sign of the Hurwitz determinants ck,0. These ones can be directly
computed from the coefficients of the characteristic polynomial, as shown below.
Following [7, Section I.13], compute the Sturm sequence:
p0(ω) = ℜ
(
C(i ω)
im
)
, p1(ω) = −ℑ
(
C(i ω)
im
)
(2)
pk+2(ω) = − rem(pk, pk+1, ω) (k ≥ 0).
Denote pk(ω) = ck,0 ω
m−k + ck,1 ω
m−k−2 + ck,2 ω
m−k−4 + · · · Observe that
the computation of pk must be performed carefully (e.g. using subresultant se-
quences) to ensure that ck,0 actually is a Hurwitz determinant. See [10]. Indeed,
c0,0 = 1, c1,0 = a1, c2,0 = a1 a2 − a3, . . . , cm,0 = am cm−1,0.
The two following propositions are well known. The first one is nearly a corollary
to the Routh Theorem [7, Theorem 13.4].
Proposition 1. With the same notations, if all the Hurwitz determinants ck,0
are positive, apart perhaps cm,0, then J has no pure imaginary eigenvalue.
Proof. If all the Hurwitz determinants ck,0 are positive (0 ≤ k < m) then they
are a fortiori nonzero. Assume J has pure imaginary eigenvalues ±i ω̄ (they are
necessarily conjugate). These values ±ω̄ are then common zeros of p0 and p1.
The gcd of p0 and p1 has thus degree greater than or equal to 2. This gcd is the
last nonzero polynomial in the sequence p0, . . . , pm−1. Thus one polynomial pk
with 0 ≤ k < m must vanish identically. Therefore the corresponding Hurwitz
determinant ck,0 must vanish also.
Proposition 2. With the same notations, if all the Hurwitz determinants ck,0
are positive (0 ≤ k ≤ m − 2) and cm−1,0 = 0 and cm−2,1 < 0 then all the
eigenvalues of J have negative real parts except a purely imaginary conjugate
pair.
Proof. The polynomial pm−1 has the special form pm−1 = cm−1,0 ω. We have
cm−1,0 = 0. Then p0 and p1 have a degree two gcd, pm−2, which has the special
form pm−2 = cm−2,0 ω
2 + cm−2,1. We have cm−2,1 < 0 and cm−2,0 > 0 thus,
the common roots ±ω̄ of p0 and p1 are real. Therefore J has one pair of purely
imaginary conjugate eigenvalues ±i ω̄. Now, compute the Sturm sequence (2)
over the polynomial C̄(σ) = C(σ)/(σ2+ω̄2). This Sturm sequence p̄0, p̄1, . . . , p̄m̄
can actually be derived from that of C:
p̄0(ω) =
p0
σ2 + ω̄2
, p̄1(ω) =
p1
σ2 + ω̄2
, . . . , p̄m̄(ω) = cm−2,0.
All the corresponding Hurwitz determinants are positive. According to the Routh
Theorem [7, Theorem 13.4], all the roots of C̄ have negative real parts. This
concludes the proof of the proposition.
For m = 3 we have cm−2,1 = −a3. For m = 4 we have cm−2,1 = −a1 a4.
3.2 Hopf bifurcations
The differential systems encountered in biological modelling involve parameters.
Let ẋ = F (x, θ) be a differential system in m variables and p parameters θ. If
some real values are assigned to the parameters then one gets a system such as
the one described in section 3.1. If these real values continuously vary then the
steady points and their associated eigenvalues continuously vary also.
Definition 1. With notations as above, a Hopf bifurcation arises for a steady
point when all the eigenvalues associated to the steady point have negative real
parts except one complex conjugate pair, which crosses the imaginary axis because
of a variation in the system parameters.
3.3 In computer algebra
In computer algebra, an important point is to avoid to compute the steady
points, i.e. not to solve the system F (x, θ) = 0. The Hurwitz determinants can
be computed generically. They depend on the system parameters. Their sign is
studied modulo the ideal I generated by the polynomial system F (x, θ) = 0.
The absence of Hopf bifurcation is established, thanks to proposition 1 and def-
inition 1, by proving that the Hurwitz determinants c0,0, . . . , cm−1,0 are positive
for all x and θ, considering that x and θ satisfy F (x, θ) = 0 plus, usually, some
extra (positivity) conditions such as x, θ > 0.
The Hurwitz determinants ck,0 get reformulated by computing their nor-
mal forms c̄k,0 w.r.t. any Gröbner basis of the ideal I. Reference books for the
Gröbner basis theory are [24, 25]. Indeed, the difference ck,0 − c̄k,0 belongs to I.
Over any steady point of the differential system, it is thus zero, thus the two
polynomials ck,0 and c̄k,0 have the same value hence the same sign.
In practice moreover, Gröbner bases can be computed in dimension zero.
Computing in dimension zero corresponds to some generic computation, which
may be false for particular values of the system variables and parameters. How-
ever, in biological models, parameters (and thus variables) have no accurate
values and zero dimensional computing makes sense.
4 Application to our models
To permit the reader to reproduce our computations, we provide the sequence
of MAPLE 9 commands which prove that no Hopf bifurcation may arise in our
models for positive values of the system variables and parameters (apart λ).
The LinearAlgebra package, the Groebner package and the Jacobian function
of the VectorCalculus package are loaded. The list of the model variables is
assigned to vars.
with (LinearAlgebra):
with (VectorCalculus,Jacobian):
with (Groebner):
vars := [G, P, M]:
The list of the right–hand sides of the model equations is assigned to the equilibria
variable. The zeroes of this polynomial system provide the steady points of the
model.
equilibria := [
theta*(gamma0 - G - G*P^n),
n*alpha*(gamma0 - G - G*P^n) + delta*(M-P),
lambda*G + gamma0*mu - M]:
In general, one cannot compute a Gröbner basis of the ideal I generated by
such a system if a symbolic n is left as an exponent. But in our case, generic
Gröbner bases exist, at least w.r.t. some admissible orderings. Let us fix the
pure lexicographical ordering given by λ > M > γ0. The other model variables
and parameters are considered as algebraically independent elements of the base
field of the equations. The Gröbner basis is thus computed in dimension zero
i.e. in the polynomial ring K[λ, M, γ0] where K denotes the field obtained by
adjoining all the remaining variables and parameters to the field of the rational
numbers. Here are the Gröbner basis elements. The leading terms appear on the
left–hand side of the equations:
γ0 = G + GP
n, M = P, λ =
P − µ G − µ GPn
G
·
Observe that for any particular value of n, the Gröbner basis can be computed
by the following sequence of MAPLE commands (these commands do not permit
to obtain the generic form directly):
ordre := plex (lambda, M, gamma0):
basis := gbasis (equilibria, ordre):
seq (leadterm (basis [i], ordre) =
solve (basis [i], leadterm (basis [i], ordre)),
i = 1 .. nops (basis));
The computed Gröbner basis has two striking properties: its leading terms are
plain variables ; apart for λ which is allowed to be negative, the right–hand
sides of the three other equations of the Gröbner basis are necessarily positive.
The first property implies that the quotient ring is a free algebra: a polynomial
ring. In particular, the product of two normal forms is itself a normal form. The
second property implies that there are no constraints on the values that can
be assigned to the model variables and parameters occuring in the right–hand
sides of the equations since positivity is the only requirement for the values
of γ0 and M . Therefore, to evaluate the Routh–Hurwitz criterion over the model
steady point, it is sufficient to replace each element by its normal form in the
Jacobian matrix J of the model.
J := Jacobian (equilibria, vars):
J :=


−θ (1 + Pn) −n θ GP n−1 0
−n α (1 + Pn) −n2 α GPn−1 − δ δ
λ 0 −1


The generic normal form of J is:
J =



−θ (1 + Pn) −n θ GP n−1 0
−n α (1 + Pn) −n2 α GPn−1 − δ δ
P − µ G − µ GPn
G
0 −1



From now on, J is assumed to be under normal form. This implies in particular
that all the expressions computed from J are free of the parameter λ. These
expressions thus only involve positive variables. For any particular value of n,
the normal form of the jacobian can be computed by the following command:
J := map (normalf, J, basis, ordre):
The characteristic polynomial of J writes: σ3 + a1 σ
2 + a2 σ + a3. Its coefficients
are stored in indexed variables:
pol := CharacteristicPolynomial (J, sigma):
for i from 1 to nops (vars) do
a[i] := coeff (pol, sigma, nops (vars) - i)
od:
The Hurwitz determinants ck,0 can now be computed from the coefficients ak of
the characteristic polynomial.
c[0,0] := 1:
c[1,0] := a[1]:
c[2,0] := a[1]*a[2]-a[3]:
c[3,0] := a[3]*(a[1]*a[2]-a[3]):
In order to apply propositions 1 and 2, one needs to study the positivity of the
Hurwitz determinants ck,0 for 0 ≤ k ≤ m−1 = 2. The coefficient c0,0 is obviously
positive. So is the coefficient c1,0 (below), for it is generically equal to a sum of
monomials involving positive variables and coefficients:
1 + n2 α GPn−1 + δ + θ + θ P n
The coefficient c2,0 is more complicated. However it has a very special form. It is
equal to a sum of monomials with positive coefficients minus the single following
monomial: n θ δ P n+2. Readers who would like to reproduce the computations
may want to use our negterms function, described in section 4.4:
negterms(c[2,0]);
[[−n θ δ P n+2], []]
4.1 Cases n = 1 and n = 2
Those two cases are easy. Indeed, for these values of n, the negative term in c2,0
is cancelled by another coefficient (namely 2 θ δ P n+2). This implies that c2,0 is
always positive. Thanks to proposition 1 no Hopf bifurcation may occur.
negterms(subs(n=1, c[2,0]));
[[], []]
negterms(subs(n=2, c[2,0]));
[[], []]
4.2 Cases 3 ≤ n ≤ 8
In these cases, c2,0 is also always positive. The proof here is less straightforward
than above. It relies on Descartes’ rule of signs. See [26].
Proposition 3. (Descartes’ rule of signs)
Let p = a0 x
d + · · ·+ ad−1 x+ ad be a polynomial in one indeterminate x and
real coefficients. Denote r(p) the number of positive real roots of p, counted with
multiplicities, and v(p) the number of sign changes in the sequence a0, . . . , ad (the
zero coefficients must be removed). Then v(p) ≥ r(p). In particular, if v(p) = 0
then r(p) = 0; if v(p) = 1 then r(p) = 1.
To simplify the positivity proof of c2,0, one first cancels all the monomials
not depending on θ, δ and P (i.e. the variables and parameters occuring in the
negative term). One then clears the denominator P 2 out. One is thus led to
prove the positivity of the cond polynomial computed below.
X := indets (c[2,0]) minus indets (negterms (c[2,0]));
X := {α, G, µ}
cond := numer (subs (seq (X[i]=0, i=1..nops(X)), c[2,0]))/P^2:
The polynomial cond is actually a polynomial in Pn. By a change of variables,
one is led to study the positivity of the following degree 2 polynomial in P :
cond := collect (subs (P^n=P, cond), P):
(θ2 δ+θ2) P 2+(2 θ2 δ+θ+2 θ δ+δ2 θ+2 θ2−θ δ n) P +(2 θ δ+δ2 θ+δ2+θ2 δ+θ+δ+θ2)
Let us write cond as AP 2 + B P + C. The coefficients A and C are positive for
they only involve monomials with positive coefficients. Therefore, the conditions
B2 − 4 AC ≥ 0 (to ensure the existence of real roots) and B < 0 (to ensure the
existence of positive roots by Descartes’ rule of signs) are necessary and sufficient
to have cond = 0 for P > 0. Condition B2 − 4 AC ≥ 0 leads to θ ≤ θ0 where
theta0 := solve (discrim (cond, P) / theta^2, theta):
θ0 :=
δ4 − 2 δ3 n + δ2 n2 − 4 δ2 n + 1 − 2 δ2 − 2 δ n
4 δ n (1 + δ)
·
The condition B < 0 leads to θ < θ1, where
theta1 := solve (coeff (cond, P, 1) / theta, theta);
θ1 :=
−1 − 2δ − δ2 + δ n
2 (1 + δ)
·
One is thus led to prove that the two conditions
0 < θ ≤ θ0, 0 < θ < θ1 (3)
cannot be satisfied at the same time. One may convince oneself by plotting
curves (see Figure 2). Let us continue the analysis more algebraically. For δ = 0
we have θ1 < 0. Therefore, θ1(δ) > 0 only if δ lies in the interval bounded by
the two real roots of θ1 i.e.
n −
√
n2 − 4 n
2
− 1 < δ < n +
√
n2 − 4 n
2
− 1.
2
1.5
1
0.5
0
-0.5
-1
delta
6543210
2
1.5
1
0.5
0
-0.5
-1
delta
6543210
Fig. 2. The curves θ0(δ) and θ1(δ) are not simultaneously positive for n = 7 (left) while
they are simultaneously positive for n = 9 (right). The curve for θ1(δ) starts with a
negative value.
which only holds for n > 4. Hence no Hopf bifurcation may occur for n ≤ 4,
thanks to proposition 1.
To solve the remaining cases 5 ≤ n ≤ 8, it is sufficient to compute a table of
variations. For each value of n, one may isolate the positive real roots of θ0(δ)
and θ1(δ) in arbitrary small intervals, ensuring that all the intervals are disjoint.
Evaluating these two expressions for values of δ outside these intervals, one easily
proves that conditions (3) cannot hold simultaneously. Hence no Hopf bifurcation
may occur for 5 ≤ n ≤ 8. Here is such a table for n = 7:
δ 0.07 0.21 4.79 12.58
θ0 + 0 − − − − − 0 +
θ1 − − − 0 + 0 − − −
The realroot function of MAPLE may be used to isolate the roots, the following
commands show. This function implements the algorithm described in [27]. Its
is based on Descartes’ rule of signs.
readlib (realroot):
realroot (subs (n=7, numer (theta0)), 1e-3);
[[
81
1024
,
41
512
]
,
[
12879
1024
,
805
64
]]
realroot (subs (n=7, numer (theta1)), 1e-3);
[[
213
1024
,
107
512
]
,
[
2453
512
,
4907
1024
]]
4.3 Case n = 9
Hopf bifurcations may arise for n = 9. One can be found using proposition 2.
Using a table of variations or looking at Figure 2, we see that δ = 1 and θ = 1/10
satisfy conditions (3). Replace α, µ and G, which were set to zero in cond,
by small positive values (say 1/1000). The Hurwitz determinant c2,0 is then a
polynomial in P with real roots. The following commands compute one of them.
vals := n=9,delta=1,theta=1/10,alpha=1/1000,mu=1/1000,G=1/1000:
c20 := normal (subs (vals, c[2,0])):
valP := realroot (c20, 1e-6) [1];
valP =
[
41381
32768
,
1324193
1048576
]
The above values cancel the Hurwitz determinant c2,0. The following command
checks that c1,1 = −a3 < 0. Observe that the computation could be performed
more carefully by means of interval arithmetics.
evalf(subs(vals,P=valP[1],-a[3])), evalf(subs(vals,P=valP[2],-a[3]));
−8.268768356, −8.268823875
According to proposition 2, a Hopf bifurcation should occur. Numerical simula-
tions show that this Hopf bifurcation gives birth to oscillations.
4.4 Comments
A general analysis. It is possible to prove the absence of Hopf bifurcation for
n ≤ 8 without discussing all the cases. The idea, which is only sketched here,
starts by noticing that the real roots of θ0(δ) belong to the range
4 ]1/n, n − 2[.
One first computes the resultant w.r.t. δ between θ1(δ) and its first derivative
w.r.t. δ. It vanishes only for n = 8. Thus, apart for this case which may be
handled separately, all the roots of θ1(δ) are simple.
One then proves that θ1(δ) admits one real root in the range ]0, 1/n[. This
can be done by performing a change of variables over θ1(δ), mapping the range
]0, 1/n[ to the range ]0, +∞[ in order to apply Descartes’ rule of signs. Here are
the corresponding MAPLE commands:
z := collect (numer (theta0), delta):
z1 := collect (numer (subs (delta=1/(n*(sigma+1)), z)), sigma);
z1 := n
4 σ4 + 2 n4 σ3 + (n4 − 4 n3 − 2 n2)σ2 − (8 n3 + 6 n2)σ − 4 n3 − 4 n2 + 1
For any n ≥ 1, the number of changes of signs is equal to 1. By Descartes’ rule of
signs, z1(σ) admits exactly one positive real root whence
5 θ1(δ) admits exactly
one positive root smaller than 1/n. Therefore, θ1(δ) < 0 after crossing this root.
4 one denotes ]a, b[ the open interval [a, b].
5 This is the very argument applied by the realroot function!
Performing similar changes of variables and using Descartes’ rule of signs,
one easily studies the existence of real roots of θ1(δ) in the ranges such ]1/n, 1[
and ]1, n − 2[. The respective changes of variables are:
δ =
n + σ
n (σ + 1)
and δ = 1 +
n − 3
σ + 1
·
Applying Descartes’ rule of signs over the resulting expressions, one concludes
that θ1(δ) has no root located in the range defined by the two real roots of θ0(δ)
for n < 8 and always two roots located in that range for n ≥ 9. This is sufficient
to prove that no Hopf bifurcation occurs for n < 8.
To prove that Hopf bifurcations occur for n ≥ 9 by using proposition 2, one
still needs to prove that c1,1 = −a3 (below) may be negative for all these values.
The variables µ and G may be assigned arbitrary small positive values. Therefore
c1,1 may be negative for each n ≥ 9. This concludes the (sketched) proof that
Hopf bifurcation arise for any n ≥ 9.
θ δ (µ G (n Pn−1 + n P 2 n−1) − (n + 1)Pn − 1)
The γ0 parameter. It is tempting to avoid the γ0 parameter in the model and
use the value 1 instead. However, over some of the models we tried, the shape
of the Gröbner basis was nicer, naming this 1 and eliminating it.
The Gröbner basis. The choice of the ordering is important. It is at least
necessary to eliminate the problematic λ parameter and, more generally, every
variable or parameter which is allowed to be negative. Other Gröbner bases can
be used to prove that c2,0 is positive over the model steady points (at least for
n ≤ 2). A such example is obtained by replacing γ0 by G in the ordering.
The negterms function. The MAPLE code of the negterms function is pro-
vided here. It gathers as input a rational fraction expr. It returns a pair of lists L1
and L2. The list L1 (resp. L2) is the list of the monomials of the numerator (resp.
denominator) of expr which have negative coefficients.
negterms := proc (expr)
local f, p, koeffs, terms, result;
f := proc (x,y) if x < 0 then x*y else NULL fi end:
result := NULL;
for p in [expand (numer (expr)), expand (denom (expr))] do
if indets (p) <> {} then
koeffs := coeffs (p, indets (p), ’terms’);
result := result, zip (f, [koeffs], [terms])
else
result := result, []
fi;
od;
[result]
end:
5 Conclusion
We have studied a simple system depending on an integer n, which describes
the regulation of a gene by a polymer of order n of its protein. We have shown
that no Hopf bifurcation may occur for n ≤ 8 and that Hopf bifurcations arise
for n ≥ 9, taking into account that biologically relevant values of most of the
model variables and parameters must be positive. Strictly speaking, this is not
sufficient to prove the absence of limit cycles for n ≤ 8. However, our analysis is
confirmed by extensive numerical simulations.
Our study led us to study the positivity of complicated rational fractions
modulo the ideal I generated by the steady points equations. This problem
is in general a difficult problem in computer algebra though it is theoretically
solved [28]. Our study was however much simplified by the fact that we could
compute a Gröbner basis of the ideal I having a very nice shape and by the fact
that most of model variables and parameters are positive.
We believe that these simplifying properties occur more often that expected
and that they imply that, at least in the domain of biological modeling, computer
algebra methods are not necessarily restricted to academic problems.
Thanks. We would like to thank Thomas Erneux for stimulating discussions
about the Routh–Hurwitz criterion. We would like also to thank all the members
of the circadian rythms working group in Lille.
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